Value of information on preference heterogeneity and individualized care.
Cost-effectiveness analysis traditionally focuses on identifying when treatments are cost-effective based on their average benefits and costs in the population. However, there may be considerable value in identifying when treatments are cost-effective for individual patients given their preferences or other personal attributes. To present a theoretical framework to assess the potential value of identifying cost-effective treatments for individual patients given their preferences and to compare the value of individualized treatment decisions with the value of treatment decisions based on traditional population-level cost-effectiveness analysis. Methods . The authors calculate the expected value of individualized care (EVIC), which represents the potential value of providing physicians information on the preferences of individual patients, such as quality-of-life (QOL) weights, so as to make individualized treatment decisions. They also show how EVIC varies with insurance structures that do not internalize relative costs of treatments. They illustrate this theory using an example in which physicians make treatment choices for 65-year-old prostate cancer patients. The value of identifying cost-effective treatments at the individual level for 65-year-old prostate cancer patients in the United States is about $70 million annually. This is more than 100 times the $0.7 million annual value of identifying the cost-effective treatment on average for this population. However, failure to internalize costs almost eliminates the value of individualized care. The value of individualizing care can be far greater than the value of improved decision making at the group level. However, this can vary immensely with insurance. EVIC can provide a guide as to when the high value of individualized care may make population-level decision making especially at risk of providing poor guidance for coverage decisions. Future studies of the value of individualized care should also consider baseline levels of individualization of care.